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Abstract
We consider colourings of Steiner systems S(2; 3; v) and S(2; 4; v) in which blocks have pre-
scribed colour patterns, as a re#nement of the classical weak colourings. The main question
studied is, given an integer k, does there exist a colouring of given type using exactly k colours?
For several types of colourings, a complete answer to this question is obtained while for other
types, partial results are presented. We also discuss the question of the existence of uncolourable
systems. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A colouring of a design (V;B) is a surjective mapping  :V → C where C is the
set of colours. There exists an extensive literature on the subject of colourings (for a
survey, see [19] or [5]). Most of the existing papers are devoted to the case of weak
colourings, i.e. colourings where the colours are assigned to the elements in such a
way that no block is monochromatic (i.e. no block has all its elements assigned the
same colour). However, recently other types of colouring started to be investigated,
mainly in connection with the notion of the upper chromatic number of a hypergraph
[20] (see, e.g., [3,11,12]; see also [5], p. 340).
In this paper, we take this problem one step further in that we consider colourings in
which only speci#ed block colouring patterns are allowed. While the notions suggested
here apply to arbitrary Steiner systems, and, indeed, also to BIBDs and designs of
a more general kind, we are restricting our attention to the case of Steiner systems
S(2; 3; v) (Steiner triple systems) and S(2; 4; v), with the emphasis on the latter.
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2. Steiner triple systems
There are three possible colouring patterns in which a triple can be coloured: type
a (× × ×, monochromatic), type b (× × , two-coloured or bichromatic, and type c
(× , three-coloured or polychromatic).
Let S ⊂{a; b; c}; S = ∅. In a colouring of type S, only triples with colour patterns
from S are allowed. In a k-colouring of type S, all k colours must be used, as the
mapping  is surjective; however, not all colour patterns of S must occur.
It appears that of the seven possible types of colourings of Steiner triple systems,
with one exception all types of colourings were either considered earlier (types b; ab,
and bc) or are trivial (types a; c, and abc). [Here and in what follows, all braces and
commas are omitted for the sake of brevity.] The only colouring type that appears not
to have been considered earlier (nor is it trivial) is that of type ac.
Colourings of type bc are the classical weak colourings (see, e.g., [5]), those of type
b are the so-called bicolourings (see, e.g., [3]), while those of type ab are the so-called
co-hypergraph colourings (see, e.g., [11,12]).
Given an STS (V;B), de#ne
S(V;B) = {k: (V;B) has a k-colouring of type S}, and
S(v) =
⋃
S(V;B) (S is sometimes termed ‘feasible set’)
where the union is taken over all STS(v) with v = |V |. If S(V;B) = ∅ then (V;B)
is said to be S-uncolourable (and so S(v) = ∅ would mean that all Steiner triple
systems of order v are S-uncolourable). Moreover, in this notation, we have for the
trivial colouring types and all admissible orders v (i.e. v ≡ 1; 3 (mod 6))
a(v) = {1}; c(v) = {v}; abc(v) = {1; 2; : : : ; v}:
Proposition 2.1. (i) If an STS (V;B) is S-uncolourable then S = {b}.
(ii) There exist {b}-uncolourable STSs.
Proof. If a ∈ S, colouring all elements with one colour is always possible, and if c ∈ S,
a colouring with all elements coloured with diGerent colours is always possible. For the
converse, see, e.g., [11], [12], or [5], p. 341 where the existence of {b}-uncolourable
STSs is shown.
On the other hand, b(v) is nonempty for all admissible v6100, and likely is
nonempty for all such v (cf. [3]) while for all S = {b}, S(v) is nonempty by Propo-
sition 2.1.
Colourings of type b are dealt with extensively in [3] but the problem of determining
b(v) is diIcult, and far from solved as of now. Let us note that colourings of type b
are strict colourings in the sense of [20] in which the triples are considered both edges
and co-edges (in the STS considered as a hypergraph).
Similarly, colourings of type ab are strict colourings in which the triples are con-
sidered co-edges, and there are no edges (cf. [11,12]).
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Thus the only colouring type for Steiner triple systems that appears not to have been
considered earlier is the type ac. We consider this colouring type next, and determine
completely the possible number of colours in a colouring of this type.
Theorem 2.2. There exists an STS(v) with a k-colouring of type ac if and only if
there exists a 3-GDD of type ga11 g
a2






ai = k, and gi ≡ 1; 3
(mod 6) for all i = 1; : : : ; s.
(For basic facts on GDDs, see [2].)
Proof. Given such a 3-GDD, #ll in each of the groups with an arbitrary STS of
the appropriate order. Giving now all the elements of a group the same colour, and
diGerent groups diGerent colours clearly produces a k-colouring of type ac since there
are altogether k groups. Conversely, suppose (V;B) is an STS(v) with a k-colouring of
type ac. Clearly, the triple containing any two elements of the same colour must have
all three elements of the same colour, thus the elements of any colour class induce
a sub-STS (possibly a trivial one, with one element and no triples). It follows that
two elements with diGerent colours must be in a triple whose all three elements are of
diGerent colours, and the collection of all such triples forms the blocks of a 3-GDD
whose groups are the colour classes.
Corollary 2.3. Any colouring of type ac uses an odd number of colours.
Proof. The total number of elements and the number of elements in each group of the
corresponding 3-GDD is odd, so the number of groups must be odd as well.
Let ODD(v) = {t: t ≡ 1 (mod 2); 16t6v}.
Clearly, ac(v)⊆ODD(v) for all admissible v. Further, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. 3 ∈ ac(v) if and only if v ≡ 3 or 9 (mod 18).
Proof. It is well known (see [2]) that a 3-GDD with three groups must have all groups
of the same size which, by Theorem 2.2, must be congruent to 1 or 3 (mod 6).
Lemma 2.5. Let v= 6t + 3 or v= 6t + 1; v¿7. Then
{2t + 1; 2t + 3; : : : ; v}⊂ac(v):
Proof. For every admissible v; v¿7, there exists an STS(v) with a parallel class or
with an almost parallel class (see [5]), i.e. a 3-GDD of type 32t+1 or of type 32t11, as
the case may be. The rest follows from Theorem 2.2, and by consecutively replacing
triples of the parallel class or the almost parallel class (as groups of this 3-GDD) with
the trivial 3-GDD of type 13.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose there exists a 3-GDD of type u4w1, and suppose that either
ac(u) = ODD(u) or ac(w) = ODD(w). Then for v= 4u+ w;ODD(v)\{3}⊂ac(v).
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Proof. The existence of a 3-GDD of type u4w1 implies 5 ∈ ac(v). The rest follows
by ‘dismantling’ groups, i.e. replacing groups (of size u or w, or both) by smaller
3-GDDs, in conjunction with Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.7. For every admissible v; v675,
ODD(v)\{3}⊆ac(v):
Proof. By using the list of 3-GDDs in [1], it is easily established that the theorem holds
for all admissible v627. Further, we can write 31=4:7+3; 37=4:7+9; 39=4:9+3;
45=4:9+9; 49=4:7+21; 51=4:9+15; 55=4:13+3; 57=4:9+21; 61=4:13+9;
63 = 4:15 + 3; 69 = 4:15 + 9; 73 = 4:13 + 21. By [4], there exists a 3-GDD of type
u4w1 with w ∈ {3; 9; 15; 21} whenever 4u+w=v¿7 if w=3, v¿21 if w=9, v¿43 if
w = 15, and v¿49 if w = 21. Thus the statement holds for v ∈ {31; 37; 39; 45; 49;
51; 55; 57; 61; 63; 69; 73} by Lemma 2.6. Further, we can write 43 = 4:7 + 15; 67 =
4:13 + 15, and 75 = 4:15 + 15 and use the construction of Lemma 2.6 but since
we have ac(v) = ODD(v) for neither of w = 7; 13; 15, it remains to be shown that
7 ∈ ac(v) for v = 43; 67; 75. Writing 75 = 3:25, considering a 3-GDD of type 253
and replacing one group with a 3-GDD with 5 groups (e.g., of type 733111) yields
7 ∈ ac(75). Similarly, writing 67 = 6:9 + 13 and considering a 3-GDD of type 96131
yields 7 ∈ ac(67), and writing 43 = 6:7 + 1 and considering a 3-GDD of type 7611
yields 7 ∈ ac(43). Only v=33 remains to be considered, and in view of Lemma 5, all
that needs to be shown is {5; 7; 9}⊂ac(33). The existence of a 3-GDD of type 9332
(see [1]) implies 5∈ac(33), and then dismantling one or both groups of size 3 (say)
yields the rest.
Theorem 2.8. ac(v)=ODD(v) if v ≡ 3 or 9 (mod 18), and =ODD(v)\{3} otherwise.
Proof. Lemma 2.7 together with Lemma 2.4 show that the statement of the theorem
is true for all admissible v675. Assume now that v¿ 75; v ≡ 1; 3 (mod 6) and for all
admissible v′6v, the statement of theorem holds. Write v in the form v=4u+w where
w = 3 if v ≡ 7 or 15 (mod 24); w = 9 if v ≡ 13 or 21 (mod 24); w = 21 if v ≡ 1 or
9 (mod 24), and w= 39 if v ≡ 3 or 19 (mod 24). Then in each case, by our induction
hypothesis we have ac(w) = ODD(w), and the existence of the 3-GDD of type u4w1
follows from [4], thus Lemma 2.6 applies. Hence together with Lemma 2.5 we get that
ODD(v)\{3}⊆ac(v) which together with Lemma 2.4 completes the proof.
3. Steiner systems S(2; 4; v)
There are #ve distinct colouring patterns in which a quadruple can be coloured: type
A (××××, monochromatic), type B (××× , two-coloured of pattern 3+1), type C
(× × , two-coloured of pattern 2+2), type D (× × , three-coloured), and type
E (× , four-coloured or polychromatic).
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Since there are 31 distinct nonempty subsets of {A; B; C; D; E}, there are 31 distinct
types of colourings of Steiner designs S(2; 4; v) possible. We deal here with some of
these types; it is hoped that the remaining types will be dealt with in a future paper
by the authors.
As in the case of Steiner triple systems, we de#ne, for an S(2; 4; v) (V;B) and a
subset S ⊂{A; B; C; D; E}, S(V;B) = {k: (V;B) has a k-colouring of type S}, and
S(v) =
⋃
S(V;B) where the union is taken over all S(2; 4; v) with v = |V |. If
S(V;B) = ∅ for an S(2; 4; v) (V;B) then (V;B) is S-uncolourable.
In analogy with STSs, the types A; E, and ABCDE are dealt with trivially in that we
have for all admissible orders v ≡ 1 or 4 (mod 12):
A(v) = {1}; E(v) = {v}; ABCDE(v) = {1; 2; : : : ; v}:
This implies, by analogy with Proposition 2.1, that if a Steiner system S(2; 4; v) is
S-uncolourable then S ⊆{B; C; D}. In fact, we have the following result analogous to
that for Steiner triple systems in [5], p. 341.
Proposition 3.1. If the size of the largest independent set in an S(2; 4; v) (V;B) is
less than 16v then (V;B) is {B; C; D}-uncolourable.




2 ) where xi6
1
6v is achieved when t = 6,
and |xi − xj|61 for i = j. When v ≡ 1 (mod 12), say, v = 12s + 1, this maximum
equals 112 (v − 1)2 − 13 (v − 1) which is strictly less than 112v(v − 1), the number of
blocks in (V;B). However, each block must contain a pair of elements of the same
colour which thus would be impossible. The reasoning is similar in the case
when v ≡ 4 (mod 12).
Corollary 3.2. There exists a constant v∗ such that for all v¿v∗; v ≡ 1; 4 (mod 12);
there exists a {B; C; D}-uncolourable S(2; 4; v).
Proof. It is shown in [7], by a probabilistic method, that there exists an S(2; 4; v)
whose largest independent set is of size cv2=3(log v)1=3 = o(v), and thus is {B; C; D}-
un-colourable. By Theorem 3.4 below, this S(2; 4; v) can be embedded in an S(2; 4; w)
for all w¿3v+ 1. Clearly, the latter system is also {B; C; D}-uncolourable.
We can deal easily with colourings of type C.
Theorem 3.3. A colouring of an S(2; 4; v) of type C exists only for the trivial design
with v= 4.
Proof. Let xi be the number of elements of the ith colour class (i = 1; : : : ; k) in a
k-colouring of S(2; 4; v) of type C. Any element of the ith colour class occurs in xi−1
blocks as it has to occur in a block with every other element of the ith colour class.
At the same time, it occurs in 12
∑
j =i xj blocks with the elements of the other colour
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classes. Thus we get, for i = 1; : : : ; k,




which, when multiplied by two and added together, yields
2
∑
xi − 2k = (k − 1)
∑
xi:
This has no solution when k¿3, and a unique solution
∑
xi = 4 when k = 2.
Further we note that colourings of type BCD are the strict colourings in the sense
of [20] in which the blocks are both edges and co-edges, colourings of type ABCD
are strict colourings in which the blocks are co-edges (and there are no edges) while
colourings of type BCDE are the ‘classical’ weak colourings dealt with extensively e.g.
in [9,10,18,19]. It is well known, for example, that the set BCDE(V;B) is the interval
[w; v] where w is the (weak) chromatic number of (V;B). Moreover, it follows from
[9] that the set BCDE(v) is the interval [2; v] for all admissible v¿4. It is also easily
seen that ABCD(V;B) is the interval [1; M] where M is the upper chromatic number of
(V;B) (cf. [20]).
In what follows we will make use of the following two well-known constructions.
The 3v+1 construction. Let (V;B) be an S(2; 4; v) with V = {a1; : : : ; av}, and let
(X;C;R) (X ∩V = ∅) be a Kirkman triple system of order 2v+1, i.e. an STS(2v+1)
together with a resolution R= {R1; : : : ; Rv} into parallel classes. Let Qi = {{x; y; z; ai}:
{x; y; z} ∈ Ri}, and let Q=
⋃
i Qi. Then (V ∪X;B∪Q) is an S(2; 4; 3v+1) (containing
(V;B) as a subsystem).
The 4v construction (Generalized direct product). Let v ≡ 1; 4 (mod 12). Fill in each
of the groups of a 4-GDD of type v4 with an S(2; 4; v).
[Of course, a 4-GDD of type v4 is a transversal design TD(4; v) which is equivalent
to a pair of MOLS of order v, and so exists for all admissible v¿4. The ordinary direct
product of an S(2; 4; v) with the (trivial) S(2; 4; 4) is a special case of this construction.]
We recall also the following theorem of Rees and Stinson [14].
Theorem 3.4. There exists an S(2; 4; w) containing an S(2; 4; v) as a (proper) subsys-
tem if and only if both v and w are admissible; and w¿3v+ 1.
3.1. Colourings of type B and AB
Lemma 3.5. Let B ∈ S. Then k ∈ S(v) implies k + 1 ∈ S(3v+ 1).
[In words: If there is an S(2; 4; v) with a k-colouring of type S then there exists
an S(2; 4; 3v+ 1) with a (k + 1)-colouring of type S.]
Proof. Apply the 3v + 1 Construction to an S(2; 4; v) having a k-colouring of type
S to obtain an S(2; 4; 3v + 1). Colour all elements of X (i.e. all elements not in the
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subsystem S(2; 4; v)) with a new colour. All blocks not in the subsystem S(2; 4; v) (i.e.
all blocks of Q) will contain exactly three elements of this new colour.
Corollary 3.6. For every v = 12(3
k − 1) there exists an S(2; 4; v) with a k-colouring
of type B.
Proof. Since v=1+3+32 + · · ·+3k−1 = 12 (3k − 1), it suIces to apply consecutively
k − 2 times the 3v+ 1 Construction to the trivial S(2; 4; 4).
The class of S(2; 4; 12 (3
k − 1)) having a k-colouring of type B obviously includes
the design of points and lines of the projective space PG(k,3) of dimension k
over GF(3).
Whether there exist, for other orders v; S(2; 4; v) admitting colourings of type B
remains an open question. We have the following necessary conditions.
Lemma 3.7. Let (V;B) be an S(2; 4; v) with a k-colouring of type B; and let xi be
the number of elements of the ith colour class (i = 1; : : : ; k). Then
(i) xi ≡ 1; 3 (mod 6) for i = 1; : : : ; k;
(ii)
∑
( xi2 ) =
∑
xi:xj = 14v(v− 1);
(iii) xi6 13 (2v+ 1) for i = 1; : : : ; k.
Proof. (i) is obvious: each xi must be an order of an STS. For (ii), observe that
of the six pairs covered by a block of colour pattern B, three pairs must have both
its elements of the same colour, while the other three have its elements coloured with
diGerent colours. Further, any element of the ith colour class occurs in 12 (xi−1) blocks
containing other elements of this class (in pairs); the fourth elements of these blocks,
while belonging to other colour classes, must all be distinct. Thus xi + 12(xi − 1)6v,
and (iii) follows.
We also note that the second equality of (ii) implies that in a k-colouring of S(2; 4; v)
of type B there is exactly one colour class with xi ≡ 1 (mod 3).
Turns out that for v6121, there are only three solutions (x1; : : : ; xk) satisfying
Lemma 3.7, other than those given by Corollary 3.6. These are:
(1) (x1; x2; x3) = (3; 19; 39) when v= 61,
(2) (x1; x2) = (45; 55) when v= 100, and
(3) (x1; x2; x3) = (1; 45; 63) when v= 109.
No S(2; 4; v) is known to exist admitting a k-colouring of type B with colour class
sizes as given in (1), (2), and (3), respectively. Let us note that the question of the
existence of the putative design corresponding to (2) has come up in course of study
of sets of type (1; 3) in Steiner systems (cf. [15–17]).
The situation with colourings of type AB is somewhat simpler.
First, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.8. Let 16n16n26 · · ·6nd be an increasing sequence of d natural numbers;













hold for all i; 16i6d; then
ni¿3i−1
holds for every i.
Proof. We will proceed by induction on d. The statement trivially holds for d = 1.














which is equivalent to
n22 − (1 + 2n1)n2 + n21 − n1¿0:
The discriminant ) of this quadratic equation in n2 is ) = 1 + 8n1¿9, and so
n2¿ 12 (1 + 2n1 +
√
)¿ 12 (3 + 3) = 3, thus the statement holds for d= 2 as well.
Assume now d¿3, and assume that the statement of the lemma holds for all j6d−1.
We will show that it holds for j = d as well.
The inequality (d) can be rewritten as
n2d − (1 + 2n1 + · · ·+ 2nd−1)nd − 2

 ∑
j; k=1;:::; d−1; j =k
njnk

+ n21 + n22 + · · ·
+ n2d−1 − (n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nd−1)¿0: (∗∗)
For the discriminant ) of this quadratic equation in nd we have
)= 1 + 4(n1 + · · ·+ nd−1)2 + 8

 ∑
j; k=1;:::; d−1; j =k
njnk

+ 4(n1 + · · ·+ nd−1)
+4(n1 + · · ·+ nd−1)− 4(n21 + n22 + · · ·+ n2d−1)
which reduces to




When j; k6d− 1, we have by induction hypothesis
T =
∑
















32d−2 − 4:3d−1 + 3
16





+ 32d−2 − 4:3d−1 + 3 = 32(d−1):
Thus, taking into account (∗∗), we get
nd¿





1 + 2:(3d−1 − 1)=2 + 3d−1
2
= 3d−1
and the lemma is proved.
Theorem 3.9. Let (V;B) be an S(2; 4; v) with v6 12 (3
d− 1), and suppose there exists
a k-colouring of (V;B) of type AB. Then k6d.
Proof. Consider a k-colouring of (V;B) of type AB, and let ni, i = 1; : : : ; k, be
the cardinality of the ith colour class. W.l.o.g., we may assume 16n16n26 · · ·6nk .
Let Vi be the union of the #rst i colour classes, and let B(Vi) be the set of blocks













If two elements have diGerent colours in Vi then the third and the fourth elements in
the block containing them necessarily also belong to Vi, and therefore all such blocks
are contained in Vi. Moreover, the number of such blocks is 13pi since each block





























Thus by Lemma 3.8, we get ni¿3i−1. By the assumption v6 12 (3














Theorem 3.10. Let v ≡ 1; 4 (mod 12), and let d be such that 12 (3d − 1)6
v¡ 12 (3
d+1 − 1) [equivalently, d6log3(2v+ 1)¡d+ 1]. Then AB(v) = {1; 2; : : : ; d}.
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Proof. Let (V;B) be the S(2; 4; 12 (3
d−1 − 1)) consisting of points and lines of
PG(d − 2,3). By Theorem 3.3, (V;B) can be embedded into an S(2; 4; v). The sub-
system (V;B) has a (d − 1)-colouring of type AB (it has even one of type B, cf.
Corollary 3.6); colour now all elements not in the subsystem with a new colour. Clearly,
this produces a d-colouring of type AB of our S(2; 4; v). Amalgamating s smallest colour
classes of the subsystem (V;B) (s = 1; 2; : : : ; d − 1) yields a (d − s + 1)-colouring of
type AB of our S(2; 4; v). This shows AB(v)⊆{1; 2; : : : ; d}. The equality of the two
sets now follows from Theorem 3.9.
3.2. Colourings of type D and AD
Unlike for some other types of colourings (cf. the following sections), there are,
with few exceptions, no colourings of S(2; 4; v) of type D with a ‘small’ number of
colours. As the next theorem shows, if k65, there are only #nitely many S(2; 4; v)
with a k-colouring of type D.
Theorem 3.11. Suppose v¿ 25, and suppose there exists a k-colouring of S(2; 4; v).
Then k¿6.
Proof. Observe that in a colouring of type D, each colour class is an arc, i.e. a subset of
elements with no three contained in a block. Let x1; x2; : : : ; xk be the sizes of the colour





since each block of our S(2; 4; v) contains exactly one pair of elements of the same
colour. The minimum of the sum
∑
( xi2 ) is obtained for an equitable partition of the
v elements into k parts (i.e. when |xi − xj|61 for i = j). But for k = 3; 4, or 5,
respectively, and v suIciently large, the sum
∑







2, respectively, and thus is strictly greater than 112v(v− 1). This establishes that for
v large enough, we must have k¿6. More careful analysis reveals that a 3-colouring of
type D of an S(2; 4; v) exists only for the trivial S(2; 4; 4); there exists no 4-colouring
of type D whatsoever for any S(2; 4; v); and a 5-colouring of type D of an S(2; 4; v)
may exist only if v ∈ {13; 16; 25}.
The following examples show that in these cases 5-colourings of type D do indeed
exist.
Example 3.12. A 5-colouring of S(2; 4; 13) of type D.
V = Z13; B= {{i; i + 1; i + 4; i + 6}: i ∈ Z13};
colour classes: C1 ={0; 1; 2; 3}; C2 ={4; 5; 9}; C3 ={8; 11; 12}; C4 ={6; 7}; C5 ={10}.
Example 3.13. A 5-colouring of S(2; 4; 16) of type D.
V = Z15 ∪ {∞}; B= {{∞; i; i + 5; i + 10}; {i; i + 1; i + 3; i + 7}: i ∈ Z15};
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colour classes: C1 = {1; 4; 5; 6}; C2 = {∞; 2; 9; 13}; C3 = {0; 10; 12; 14}; C4 = {3; 7};
C5 = {8; 11}.
Example 3.14. An S(2; 4; 25) with a 5-colouring of type D.
V = Z5 × Z5; B= {{00; 01; 10; 22}; {00; 02; 20; 44} mod (5; 5)};
colour classes: Z5 × {i}; i ∈ Z5.
Theorem 3.15. D(13) = {5; 6}; D(16) = {5; 6; 7}.
Proof. For the S(2; 4; 13) from Example 3.12, the colour classes of a 6-colouring of
type D are, e.g., {0; 1; 2; 8}; {3; 4; 5; 11}; {6; 7}; {9}; {10}; {12}. A 7-colouring of type
D would require a colour class of size 5, however, it is well known that the size of a
largest arc in PG(2,3) is 4.
For the S(2; 4; 16) from Example 3.13, the colour classes of a 6-colouring are, e.g.,
{0; 1; 4; 5; 6}; {∞; 2; 9; 13}; {10; 12; 14}; {8; 11}; {3}; {7}; and similarly, the colour
classes of a 7-colouring are, e.g., {∞; 0; 1; 2; 9; 13}; {4; 5; 6}; {7; 8}; {11; 12}; {3},
{10}; {14}. Finally, assume there exists an 8-colouring of type D of the S(2; 4; 16)
as presented in Example 3.13. The only possible partition of the 16 elements into 8
colour classes is -= (5; 5; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1). Assume that A= {a1; : : : ; a5}, B= {b1; : : : ; b5}
are the two 5-element colour classes, and assume #rst that ∞ ∈ A∪B. Then there must
be #ve pairs from A ∪ B contained in the blocks of the orbit determined by the block
{∞; 0; 5; 10}, and so one of the sets A; B, say A, contains at least three such pairs. But
since (b\{∞}) ∩ (b∗\{∞}) = ∅ for any two blocks b; b∗ of this orbit, A must contain
at least 6 elements, a contradiction. But the unique S(2; 4; 16)(≡ AG(2; 4)) is transitive
on elements, so every element must belong to A ∪ B. This #nal contradiction shows
that there is no 8-colouring of type D of S(2; 4; 16), and the proof is complete.
The 5-colouring of S(2; 4; 25) of type D in Example 3.14 is remarkable in view of
the following.
Theorem 3.16. Let k be an arbitrary integer ¿2, and assume there exists a
k-colouring of S(2; 4; v) of type D in which all colour classes have the same car-
dinality. Then k = 5, and v= 25.
Proof. It is easily veri#ed that the necessary condition k:( v=k2 ) =
1
12v(v − 1) has
k = 5; v= 25 as its only solution.
While we were so far unable to make the direct product ‘behave’ with respect to
colourings of type D, it is easy to use it for colourings of type AD.
Lemma 3.17. If there exists an S(2; 4; v) with a k-colouring of type AD then there
exists an S(2; 4; uv) with a k-colouring of type AD for all u ≡ 1; 4 (mod 12).
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Proof. Given an S(2; 4; v); (V;B), with a k-colouring of type AD, take any S(2; 4; u),
say, (U;C), and use the direct product to construct an S(2; 4; uv) on U×V . Colour now
all elements of U × {a} (a ∈ V ) with the colour of the element a in the k-colouring
of (V;B). The result is clearly a k-colouring of type AD of our S(2; 4; uv), with all
blocks of the S(2; 4; u) on U × {a} monochromatic.
Corollary 3.18. (i) There exists an S(2; 4; v) with a 3-colouring of type AD for all
v ≡ 4; 16 (mod 48).
(ii) There exists an S(2; 4; v) with a 5-colouring of type AD whenever v ≡ 13; 52
(mod 156), or v ≡ 16; 64 (mod 192), or v ≡ 25; 100 (mod 300).
(iii) There exists an S(2; 4; v) with a 6-colouring of type AD whenever v ≡ 13; 52
(mod 156), or v ≡ 16; 64 (mod 192).
(iv) There exists an S(2; 4; v) with a 7-colouring of type AD whenever v ≡ 16; 64
(mod 192).
It appears to be an open question whether there exist S(2; 4; v) with a 4-colouring
of type AD.
3.3. Colourings of type AC
In a k-colouring of type AC, only monochromatic blocks and/or blocks with colour
pattern 2+2 are allowed. Trivially, 1 ∈ AC(v) for any admissible v. First of all, we
have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.19. In any colouring of S(2; 4; v) of type AC; every colour class contains
at least 13 (v+ 2) elements.
Proof. This is certainly true if k =1, so assume now k¿2. Consider a colour class X
with x elements. There are exactly 14x(v−x) blocks each containing exactly one pair of




¿ 14x(v− x) from which the inequality x¿ 13 (v+ 2)
follows.
Corollary 3.20. AC(v)⊆{1; 2}.
Lemma 3.21. AC(v) = {1} for v ≡ 1 (mod 12).
Proof. Suppose there exists an S(2; 4; v) with a 2-colouring of type AC, with colour
classes X; Y having sizes x; y, respectively. For any element a ∈ X , the set of blocks
{{a; b; u; v}: b ∈ X; {u; v}⊂Y} induces a 1-factor of the complete graph Ky on Y .
Moreover, if a; b ∈ X are contained in a 2-coloured block {a; b; u; v}, the 1-factors Fa
and Fb corresponding to the elements a and b have exactly one edge (i.e. the pair
{u; v}) in common. It follows that in the set of 1-factors corresponding in this way
to the elements of X , each edge of Ky occurs exactly 0 or 2 times, the union of all
edges of all 1-factors corresponding to the elements of X must be a (multi)graph of
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degree x, and thus x must be even. By symmetry, y must be even as well, and so a
2-colouring of type AC cannot exist if v is odd.
Lemma 3.22. If v ≡ 4; 16 (mod 48) then AC(v) = {1; 2}.
Proof. Construct a 2-colouring of type AC by applying the 4v Construction to an
S(2; 4; 14v), and colour elements of two groups with colour 1, and the elements of the
other two groups with colour 2.
A maximal arc in an S(2; 4; v) is an arc (i.e. a set of elements with no three elements
in a block) which is maximal with respect to inclusion. A maximum arc is a maximal
arc of cardinality 13 (v+ 2).
It is well known (see, e.g., [13,17],), and also follows from the proof of Lemma
3.21 that there cannot exist a maximum arc in an S(2; 4; v) with v ≡ 1 (mod 12).
The connection between maximum arcs and colourings of type AC is given in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.23. An S(2; 4; v) with a maximum arc admits a 2-colouring of type AC.
Proof. Colour the elements of the maximum arc M with one colour, and the re-
maining elements with the other colour. Since each element of M (which has cardinality
1
3 (v+2)) occurs in
1
3 (v+2)− 1 blocks with the other elements of M , and since these
blocks together must contain 2: 13 (v + 2)− 1 distinct elements, i.e. all elements of the
other colour class, there can be no blocks of colour pattern 3+1 (i.e. there are no
tangent lines to M , to use geometric terminology).
Corollary 3.24. There exists a 2-colouring of type AC with colour classes of sizes
1
3 (v+ 2) and
1
3 (2v− 2) for every v= 12:2h + 4; h¿0.
Proof. It is well known that the unique S(2; 4; 16) contains a maximum arc of size
6 (cf. [14]). In [16], maximum arcs are constructed for v = 12:2h + 4; h¿1 from
Denniston’s maximal arcs in projective planes PG(2; 2h) (see [6]).
It appears that apart from the above orders, not much is known about the existence
of maximum arcs in Steiner systems S(2; 4; v) when v ≡ 4 (mod 12). Let us note that
the projective spaces PG(d,3) cannot contain maximum arcs (cf. [9]).
However, we construct here an S(2; 4; 40) with a maximum arc (of size 14); it is
our belief that an S(2; 4; v) with a maximum arc exists for all v ≡ 4 (mod 12).
Example 3.25. An S(2; 4; 40) with a maximum arc of size 14.
Let U = {∞} ∪ Z13, V = U ∪ (Z13 × {1; 2}). On Z13 × {1; 2}, de#ne the following
14 one-factors: F∞ = {{i1; i2}: i ∈ Z13};
F0 = {{01; 41}; {11; 111}; {21; 31}; {61; 101}; {71; 81}; {91; 121}; {51; 52};
{12; 112}; {22; 122}; {32; 72}; {42; 92}; {62; 102}; {02; 82}mod 13}:
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It is a routine matter to check that any two distinct 1-factors have exactly one edge in
common, and that any pair of elements that appears in at least one 1-factor appears in
exactly two of the 1-factors.
For {a; b}⊂U , let Cab = {{a; b; u; v}: u; v ∈ Fa ∩ Fb}, and let C =
⋃
{a;b}⊂U Cab.
Let further D = {{i1; (i + 6)1; (i + 11)2; (i + 12)2}; {i1; (i + 5)1; (i + 7)2; (i + 9)2};
{i1; (i + 2)1; (i + 3)2; (i + 10)2}: i ∈ Z13}.
Then (V;C ∪D) is an S(2; 4; 40) with a maximum arc U .
Conjecture 3.26. An S(2; 4; v) with a 2-colouring of type AC exists for all
v ≡ 4 (mod 12).
Let us note that there exist 2-colourings of the S(2; 4; 16) with colour class partitions
(8,8) and (6,10) (and no others).
3.4. Colourings of type AE
Colourings of type AE for S(2; 4; v) parallel those of type ac for Steiner triple
systems. In particular, we have the following analogues of Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.3,
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, with similar proofs.
Theorem 3.37. There exists an S(2; 4; v) with a k-colouring of type AE if and only if
there exists a 4-GDD of type ga11 g
a2






ai = k; and
gi ≡ 1; 4 (mod 12) for all i = 1; : : : ; s.
Corollary 3.28. For any k-colouring of type AE; k ≡ 1 (mod 3).
Lemma 3.29. 4 ∈ AE(v) if and only if v ≡ 4; 16 (mod 48).
Lemma 3.30. Let v=12t+4 or v=12t+1; v¿ 13. Then {3t+1; 3t+4; : : : ; v}⊂AE(v).
Let OMT(v) = {t: t ≡ 1 (mod 3); 16t6v}. By Corollary 3.28, AE(v)⊆OMT(v).
The absence of existence results on 4-GDDs analogous to those for 3-GDDs makes it
diIcult at present to determine the set AE(v) exactly. In particular, it is not clear at
present for which values of v does 7 ∈ AE(v) (and similarly for 10 ∈ AE(v)).
While the condition v ≡ 4; 16 (mod 48) is clearly necessary for the equality AE(v)=
OMT(v) to hold, it is not suIcient. E.g, it is easily seen that 7 ∈ AE(52).
On the other hand, we are able to prove:
Theorem 3.31. Let v= 4n. Then AE(v) = OMT(v).
Proof. Proceed by induction. The statement is easily seen to hold for v = 4 and
v = 16. Assume now that the statement holds for all v = 4t ; t ¡n. Then, in par-
ticular, AE(4n−1) = OMT(4n−1). It suIces now to apply the 4v Construction, and
invoke Lemmas 3.29 and 3.30.
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4. Conclusion
Of the 31 possible distinct types of S-colourings of S(2; 4; v), we have discussed in
this paper mainly those with |S|=1, and those with |S|=2 and A ∈ S. Even for these
types, several questions concerning their existence remain open. But the interesting
cases are not con#ned to these types, as our discussion about the {B; C; D}-uncolourable
Steiner systems S(2; 4; v) tends to indicate. And, of course, questions similar to those
raised in this paper can be asked about other Steiner systems, such as S(3; 4; v), and,
indeed, about other types of designs.
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